This Month’s Call Out: Annual Seminar!

The main event this month be the annual SAME Seminar and Briefing Event; “DESIGN and ENGINEERING FOR A MORE SECURE WORLD”. It will be an amazing day of collaborating, educating, and networking focused on the topic of trends in designing security in today’s world. It kicks off with a power packed breakfast event featuring Senator Dan Sullivan and flows through the day with opportunities to look at security challenges and solutions from multiple SAME partners. There will be presentations on crime prevention design as well as active shooter readiness as well as cyber security. Additionally, there are multiple networking breaks included in our event schedule. Mark your calendars for 26 August to reserve time for this great event! The location is right here at Alaska Pacific University, Atwood Center, Rasmussen Hall.

Registration is at this link: https://sameanchorage.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0617bb4047c669e145a7ec0f4&id=56eba7cea1&c=d70b63b707

Streamer Section:

Do you know why SAME Posts earn streamers? Do you know what it takes to win each of the 5 streamers open to posts annually? This section will highlight streamer opportunities that our post is pursuing and show how you can help us achieve them. The SAME 2020 Strategic Plan sets the criteria that need to be accomplished in order to earn a streamer, the posts have to document their progress and submit an application package. The streamers are soundly based in the SAME mission and vision, keeping each post focused on the core of what SAME stands for. As a post we will strive to track and reach streamer criteria demonstrating our commitment to the four goals stated in the SAME plan: Relationships, Leadership and Mentoring, Professional Development/Personal Growth, and Resilience.

More on what these mean in the months ahead!
Change notice 1: Last Month’s event....

In case you didn’t make last month’s lunch event, it was an amazing collection of presentations from 3 student groups at University Alaksa Anchorage. The A&E club gave a very insightful overview of how they plan and execute service trips annually. Specifically they highlighted the team that rebuilt various features at a Montessori School in the US Virgin Islands last academic year. Additionally, our SAME post members got a sneak peek into the design challenges from the Seawolf Motorsports club. The small team had to design specific components of a dune buggy for the national collegiate competition. From a dynamic computer model to mud track tests in 5 categories, they also were judged in design processes and budgeting exercises. Finally, we received a great rundown on how the Rover team was selected among only 42 universities to compete in the annual Mars Rover Challenge. They explained how their unique design could traverse various terrain and conduct onboard experiments looking for signs of life through soil analysis. Without a doubt, the future of engineers looks bright with young, outstanding students preparing to join our workforce!

For Your Planner:
Upcoming Post Events/Committee Meetings:
26 Aug - 1 Day Seminar, at APU Atwood Center, (7:30-4:30)
26 Sept - Monthly Member Luncheon

Event Spotlight: SAME Scholarship Golf Tournament
June’s big event for the chapter was the annual scholarship fundraiser golf tournament. The weather was amazing and the atmosphere was great. The event raised more than $5,000 dollars that will help future engineers aspire to their dreams through making college more accessible. A special spotlight for the team of volunteers that worked tirelessly to make the event successful and to the firms that sponsored the event!

How to stay connected to your post:
Website: https://same.org/Anchorage
Facebook: SAME Anchorage Post
Mailing Address: SAME Anchorage Post
SAME PO Box 6149
JBER AK 99506-6149